This paper proposes a network analysis-based distributed load shedding strategy for voltage collapse prevention. The two-level framework of the distributed load shedding strategy is proposed. The lower one is consisted of local load shedding controllers, and the upper one is designed to coordinate the local controllers to reduce the total load shedding amount. Through network analysis, two sensitivity indices are derived to form local zones, and determine the load shedding locations and amounts. The voltage control sensitivity is proposed for network partitioning. The local load shedding controller is solved by load shedding sensitivity based piecewise linearization. A load shedding sensitivity based linear programming problem is formulated for the center load shedding controller to coordinate the load shedding amounts of local controllers. Case studies have been conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power system stability problems have been categorized into three classifications, which are voltage stability, frequency stability, and rotor angle stability [1] . Many large blackouts around the world are caused by voltage stability problems [2] . Power systems must be able to maintain steady voltages following large disturbances including system faults, loss of generating unit, line outage, and small disturbances such as incremental changes in load demand [3] . Various voltage reactive control strategies, such as shunt capacitor switching, on-load tap changer tap adjustment and AVR reference voltage coordinated control, can greatly improve the system voltage stability [4] . However, in some cases, the reactive voltage control strategy cannot effectively prevent the voltage from collapsing [5] . The load shedding (LS) becomes the last line of defense against voltage instability [6] .
Generally, related works of LS include two categories: under voltage load shedding (UVLS) and event-driven load shedding (ELS). UVLS, as a conventional strategy, adaptively sheds loads when local voltage magnitudes fall below The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shichao Liu .
pre-defined thresholds [7] . A series of improvements have been made to increase the accuracy of the conventional UVLS [8] - [12] . A new design of load shedding against longterm voltage instability was proposed, which uses a set of distributed controllers, each monitoring transmission voltages in a zone and controlling a group of related loads. Each controller acts in closed-loop, shedding amounts that vary in magnitude and time according to the evolution of its monitored voltage [8] , [9] . Reference [10] proposed a new relay algorithm for under-voltage load shedding based on rate of voltage recovery and predicted time to recover above a preset voltage threshold. Reference [11] proposed a robust UVLS scheme based on the point estimate method taking load uncertainties into consideration. The method converted the continuous probability distribution functions of load uncertainty to discrete statistical moments. Reference [12] proposed a new response-based system integrity protection schemes for adaptive UVLS in large interconnected systems based on the IEEE C37.118.1-2011 synchrophasor measurements. However, researches have shown that the voltage value is not equal to the weakness of the bus. The local load shedding at one bus itself is not always most effective for the voltage recovery. It is related to the load characteristic. ELS is VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ determined preventively and triggered immediately after a contingency event being detected [13] - [20] . The detecting methods are mainly based on load-ability margin. Analytical description of the design of individual load-shedding schemes against voltage collapse in the Hellenic System is presented in [13] . Reference [14] proposed a multi-stage method to solve the non-linear problem based on sensitivity analysis. However, the analysis needs to limit the load shedding to a small amount at each stage for linearization. Reference [15] proposed a methodology for real-time predicting required ELS against severe contingency events. The general idea is to train an extreme learning machine-based prediction model with a strategically prepared ELS database, and apply it online for real-time ELS prediction. Reference [16] proposed an alternative approach based on parallel-differential evolution (P-DE) for efficiently and globally optimizing the eventdriven load shedding against voltage collapse. Reference [17] proposed a new load shedding scheme, decoupled from the conventional scheme. This scheme, based on the equivalent swing equation of the system, determines the minimal amount of load that should be shed immediately after the load event/disturbance occurs, in order to guarantee system stability. Reference [18] proposed a Thevenin-power flow tracing-based load shedding approach for preventing voltage instability. The method compares two equivalent Thevenin impedances of the main network and MCF for total active and reactive power calculations. Reference [19] proposed a new normalized voltage stability indicator called the P-index that is robust and based on solid theoretical foundations. The P-index can be used to estimate distance to collapse and the amount of load to be shed. Reference [20] presented a new event-driven emergency load-shedding scheme that minimized load shedding while meeting constraints on transient angle stability and voltage/frequency deviation security. It is not practical for fast voltage restore because the optimization process is essentially a ''greedy search''. The related works of LS are mainly centralized load shedding methods [1] . The disadvantages of centralized methods include calculation problems, difficulty in organization and coordination [21] . Centralized load shedding control is complex and computationally intensive for large power grid. Decentralized load shedding control, which splits the relationship between regions, will cause excessive load shedding. In this paper, an efficient network-analysis based distributed load shedding (NADLS) strategy is developed in order to find the optimum location and amount of load shedding for preventing voltage collapse. The main contributions of this paper lie in four-fold: 1) voltage control sensitivity and load shedding sensitivity is derived for load shedding analysis. 2) The power grid is partitioned based on voltage control sensitivity for distributed control.
3) The local load shedding controller (LLSC) of alarm region forms the optimal local load shedding model based on local information and solve it by piecewise linearization method based on load shedding sensitivity. 4) The center load shedding controller (CLSC) exchanges information with each LLSC. CLSC collects all local load shedding schemes and makes the coordinated load shedding decision. The advantages of the proposed scheme are fast calculation and precise load shedding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the fundamental concepts and principles of NADLS. Section III designs the local load shedding controller. Section IV designs the center load shedding controller. The performance of proposed methods are evaluated and compared in Section V. Conclusions are discussed finally. Section II is the foundation research with conceptual frameworks and network analysis for load shedding calculation. Then, the main three processes of the proposed scheme are demonstrated in Section III, Section IV and Section V, correspondingly.
II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES OF NADLS A. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS OF DISTRIBUTED LOAD SHEDDING METHOD
The schematic diagram of proposed distributed strategy is shown as Fig.1 , which includes the center load shedding controller and the local load shedding controller. LLSCs can communicate with CLSC. The voltage amplitude is applied for on-line monitoring and alarming the voltage instability. When the bus voltage is lower than the threshed, system alarms. Each LLSC of alarm region performs optimization calculation independently based on the local information. And then, CLSC collects all regional programs and adjusts the load shedding amount of all load shedding locations coordinately.
The main tasks of CLSC are voltage alarm monitoring, network partitioning and the coordination of all LLSCs. The main task of LLSC is to determine the load shedding location and amount subject to corresponding voltage alarm in this region. The local controllers do all internal load shedding control calculations mostly based on local PMUs and local topology. The calculations of LLSCs are parallel.
The main processes of the proposed LS strategy include three aspects: network partitioning, local load shedding optimization of LLSCs and coordinated adjustment of CLSC, which are all solved by network analysis. It is shown as Fig.2 . Network analysis in this paper includes voltage control sensitivity and load shedding sensitivity. Voltage control sensitivity is analysed as coupling relationships between buses for network partitioning. Load shedding sensitivity is analysed as relationships between power injection and load bus voltage for solving the load shedding related problems.
B. NETWORK ANALYSIS
Based on Kirchhoff's equations, the injection currents into buses can be expressed:
where Y is known as the system admittance matrix, V and I stand for the voltage and current vectors, and the subscript L, and G represent load bus and generator bus, respectively. From (1), the following equations can be derived, which will be further used to analyze the coupling relationship between nodes:V
where
1) VOLTAGE CONTROL SENSITIVITY
Taking the i th load node as an example, (2) can be expanded as follows:
The variables in (4) are represented by their amplitude and phase angle, which is shown in (5) .
where θV
respectively. The real part of (5) can be expressed by (6) .
where θ LG ij and θ LL ik can be determined as follows:
(Y −1 LL ) ik cos θ LL ik describes the sensitivity of the current at the k th load bus to the voltage at the i th load bus, this characteristic is known as ''voltage control sensitivity'' between load buses in this paper. Based on this sensitivity relationship, a new recursive density clustering based approach is proposed for grid partitioning.
(H LG ) ij cos θ LG ij describes the sensitivity of the voltage at the j th generator node to the voltage at the i th load node, and this characteristic is known as ''voltage control sensitivity'' between load bus and generator bus in this paper. Based on this sensitivity expression, a method is proposed to merge each of generator buses to the region where the load buses are closely coupled with it.
2) LOAD SHEDDING SENSITIVITY
In order to obtain the relationship between the bus voltage and the injection active power P L of each bus, we do the following deformation and derivation.
The current of k th load bus is replaced by corresponding apparent power and voltage in (4), (9) is obtained.
where,Ṡ L,k is the apparent power of load bus k. * represents conjugate.
Since the variables in (9) are represented by their amplitude and phase angle, the real part of (9) can be expressed by:
where,
where θ S Lk is the phase angles of the complex variableṠ L,k . The relationship between the voltage of the load bus i and the active power of the load bus k can be expressed in (12) .
S ik is defined as the load shedding sensitivity which represents the sensitivity between the power of the load bus k, P L,k , and the voltage of the load bus i, V L,i . It can reflect the voltage control ability that bus k to bus i when the load shedding location is bus k.
III. NETWORK PARTITIONING
A partitioning method based on voltage control sensitivity is proposed. Firstly, the voltage control sensitivity between the load buses is applied as the partition radius. The density clustering method is used to recursively divide the load nodes into different regions. Then, the generator buses are merged to the region with strongest couple relationship based on the voltage regulation sensitivity between the generator bus and the load bus.
The partitioning is for load shedding which includes two stages: Stage 1-load buses grouping, the coupling relationships matrix between load buses is recursively employed to divide the load buses under study into two groups by density-based spatial clustering method; Stage 2-generator buses merging, the voltage control sensitivity matrix of generators to loads is employed to merge generator buses into the corresponding load bus groups.
A. RECURSIVE DENSITY CLUSTERING BASED PARTITIONING OF LOAD BUSES
Density-based spatial clustering method can divide the data with sufficient high density into one cluster [23] . The clustering results ensure that the buses within a group have strong coupling relationships, while buses between different groups are weakly coupled. The control sensitivity is set as clustering radius. Clustering radius selected by each recursive clustering process is partition radius. When there is a significant jump of partition radius, the nodes with strong coupling relationships are divided into different regions, the partitioning process should be aborted.
The control sensitivity matrix between the load buses is shown in (13) .
The process of proposed partitioning method is shown as follows.
Step1: Align all voltage control sensitivities in matrix A from small to large as a candidate set of partition radii R;
Step2: Set R(k) as the clustering radius, k = 1, partitioning iteration l = 1;
Step3: Partition by density-based spatial clustering method with the clustering radius R(k);
Step4: If the load buses cannot be divided, this means that the current radius is not big enough. In this case, bigger radius should be chosen to repeat Step 3 to 4. Set the radius as R(k + 1). If the load buses are divided into two clusters, the current partition is completed. The current partition radius γ (l) = R(k) and the partition result are recorded, l = l + 1. Go to Step5;
Step5: Compare the partition radius γ (l) and γ (l − 1). If the radius of the partition jumps obviously, terminate the partition. Otherwise, the partition continues;
Step6: If the number of load buses in a region is less than or equal to 4, the region is one of the final partitions. Otherwise it is defined as a new to-be-divided region;
Step 7: Read all new load buses to be divided, update the corresponding voltage control sensitivity matrix, repeat step1 to step 4. Compare the radius and select the minimum partition radius as the result of this partition. Go to Step5 until the final partition is complete.
It should be noted that when there is a single isolated load bus in the partitioning process, according to the principle of connectivity, it is preferentially merged into the region that is connected to it and has the strongest coupling relationship.
B. MERGING ALGORITHM OF GENERATOR BUSES
The merging process of generator buses is to group a generator bus into the region where load buses have strong coupling relationship with it.
The control sensitivity matrix between the load bus and generator bus is shown in (14) .
Define average voltage control sensitivity index (AC). The index of the generator bus j to region k is shown in (15) . The generator buses are merged into the region with the biggest index.
where k is the index of the region. n k is the number of load bus in region k. L k is the load bus number set of region k.
IV. LOCAL LOAD SHEDDING CONTROLLER A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For voltage alarm region a, the control target of a th LLSC is minimizing the load shedding amount to eliminate all alarms in this region, which is shown in (16) .
where, L a is the set of the load buses in a th region. S i is load shedding amount of the i th candidate load bus. The constraints include voltage alarm constraints, the load shedding amounts of each load bus constraints, the power flow constraints, power output limits of generators and line flow limits.
The voltage alarm constraints of a th region are shown in (17) .
The load shedding amounts limits are shown in (18) .
The power flow constraints are shown in (19) .
The power output limits of a generator are shown in (20) .
where, G a is the set of generators in a th region. The power flow through each line must be below its capacity as shown in (21) .
where, B a is the set of branches in a th region. Eqs. (16)-(21) describe the formulation of optimal load shedding scheme, which is a nonlinear optimization problem and it is solved by piecewise linearization solution in this paper.
B. PIECEWISE LINEARIZATION SOLUTION
The voltage instability problem is a local problem. Load shedding at the load buses which are far from the alarm buses hardly improve the voltage stability. How to identify the most effective load shedding location for voltage recovery is essential and important.
If we want to improve V L,i , the best load shedding location is the load bus with the highest load shedding sensitivity. However, the relationship between load shedding amount and load shedding sensitivity is nonlinear and unknown. The best load shedding location may change when system operation changes. To solve this difficulty, a practical piecewise linearization solution is formed. For each stage, the load shedding calculation is applied at only one location and the load shedding amount is limited to a small value, so that the load shedding sensitivities can be considered constant. The optimal load shedding problem in each stage is approximately linear.
The best load shedding strategy at each stage is that the voltage recovery degree is maximized by a limited load shedding amount, which is shown in (22) .
where, L Aa−k is the set of alarm buses at k th calculating stage in a th region.
The optimization problem at each stage is easy to solve. The optimal load shedding problem is solved step by step until all alarms in a th region are eliminated. If there are multiple voltage stability alarm regions, LLSC of corresponding region independently solves the optimal load shedding decision in parallel. The flow chart of the LLSC is shown in Fig.3 . The process of LLSC is shown as follows:
Step1: Monitor voltage alarms and form a voltage alarm bus set in a th region;
Step2: Set the load shedding amount of each stage;
Step3: Calculate the load shedding sensitivities of each load bus in a th region;
Step4: Search the best load shedding location whose load shedding sensitivities is highest in a th region;
Step5: If the voltage alarms are not all cleared after this stage calculation, go to Step 6 until a th region is in non-alarm operation. If all alarms are cleared, the optimal load shedding scheme of LLSC is obtained and reported to CLSC. Go to Step 1 and continue to monitor system voltage.
Step6: Update the voltage alarm bus set and the constraints of the next stage. Construct the optimization problem of next stage, and go to Step 3.
V. CENTER LOAD SHEDDING CONTROLLER
It can be seen from (4) that the bus voltage of a th region is related to the amount of load shedding in other regions. CLSC can coordinately adjust the load shedding amount with the reported load shedding location, the corresponding load shedding amount and the calculated load shedding sensitivity.
Time, location and amount are three important and closely related aspects of load shedding against voltage instability. When V < V th and last τ second, the load shedding is activated. The load shedding location and amount boundary is solved by LLSC, the precise load shedding adjustment of each load shedding bus will be done by CLSC.
The objective of CLSC is to reduce the total load shedding amount which is shown in (23) .
where, P c i is the reduction amount of load shedding bus i. V Lj is the voltage of j th load node under CLSC solutions. V th Lj is the voltage recovery threshold. L c is the load shedding bus set. L V is the set of alarm bus.
For simplification, the load shedding sensitivity is approximately constant during the coordination process. In this paper, the load dynamics is not considered in the load shedding process. Therefore, only the loads of the load shedding nodes are changed while loads of other nodes are unchanged. Eq.(24) can be derived from (10)- (12) , which expresses the relationship between the load shedding adjustment amount and voltage amplitude.
where, V 0 Lj is the voltage of j th load node under LLSC solutions. N c is the number of load shedding nodes. P 0 Lj is the active power of j th load node under LLSC solutions. P c L c j is the adjustment active power of bus L c j . For alarm buses, the linear programming shown in (25) are established, and the solution is the coordination reduction results.
where, N V is the number of alarm buses. The optimization problem in (25) is solved by Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LM). Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is one of the most successful algorithm in increasing the convergence speed and avoiding the occurrence of ill-posed problem [25] , [26] . It is a nonlinear parameter learning algorithm that converges accurately and quickly. The dimension of the optimization problem is related to the number of load shedding nodes and the alarm nodes. It has little relationship with the size of the whole system and is easily solved.
The main steps of the proposed distributed LS method are as follows.
1) Monitoring voltage stability alarm and forming an alarm nodes set; 2) If there is a voltage alarm, the power grid is partitioned based on the voltage control sensitivity; 3) LLSC of alarm region performs the load shedding optimization of the region. 4) CSLC summarizes all load shedding schemes of LLSCs and solves the coordinated load shedding scheme; 5) Implement the coordinated load shedding scheme and move to 1) continue to monitor the system.
VI. CASE STUDY A. EFFECTIVENESS OF PROPOSED NETWORK PARTITIONING METHOD
The Nordic 32 system shown in Fig. 4 is used for case studies in a computer with i7-6700 2.6GHZ processor and 8GB memory. Fig.4 is the one-line diagram of Nordic32 system, which is fictitious but similar to the Swedish and Nordic system. This system consists of four areas: ''North'' with hydro generation and some load; ''Central'' with much load and thermal power generation; ''Equiv'' connected to the ''North'', which includes a very simple equivalent of an external system; ''South'' with thermal generation, rather loosely connected to the rest of the system. The overall characteristics are: 74 buses, 102 branches, 20 generators (all with step-up transformers and over excitation limiters modeled), 22 loads at distribution level (all controlled by load tap changers). Generator 14 is disconnected at 1.0s. The partitioning results are shown in Fig. 4 , which is calculated with 0.15s. During the partitioning, The ''South'' region first completes the division. Then, the ''Equiv.'' completes the division. And then, the ''North'' region completes the division. Finally the ''Central'' region is divided into two regions.
To give a further demonstration of the performance of the proposed method, 10% load increase is applied separately to each region in Fig. 4 to measure the interaction between regions by checking node voltage variations in every region using the following equations [24] :
where V ad avg is the average voltage of all nodes in each region after disturbances. V bd avg is the corresponding pre-disturbance values. Fig. 5 shows average load bus voltage variations of each region due to load disturbance in one region separately. It can be observed that, when the load disturbance is applied to one of regions, other regions have sufficiently slight voltage variations. This indicates that the load disturbance in one region is isolated within that particular region with little influence on other regions.
Compared with the partitioning method in [27] , the partitioned results of the proposed method have differences in Region 4 and 5. To further evaluate the influence of such differences, a 10% of load disturbance is applied to Region 4 and Region 5 to compare voltage variations of all regions using both the method in [27] and the proposed method. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig.7 , correspondingly. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that the load disturbance in Region 4 has much less significant effect on Region 3 when partitioning the grid using the proposed method other than the method in [27] ; while other regions have similar results when using both methods. The proposed partitioning method is based on the ''voltage control sensitivity'', which can characterizing bus coupling relationship directly and accurately. Therefore, when using the proposed method, interactions between regions are in a less degree than the method in [27] and nodes within a region are more closely coupled.
It can be observed that the load disturbance in Region 5 has much less significant effect on Region 1-Region 4 when partitioning the grid using the proposed method other than the method in [27] , which can further verify the effectiveness of the proposed partitioning method.
B. EFFECTIVENESS OF PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED LOAD SHEDDING STRATEGY
The effectiveness of the proposed LS method is verified by the comparisons with two methods. One is the LS method in [14] , which identifies the load shedding location by impedance ratio value (M2) and a decentralized load shedding method in [8] (M3), which uses a set of distributed controllers and there is no information exchange between controllers.
For the case in A, the voltage of load buses are shown in Fig.8 . The voltage of bus 2031, bus 1044, bus 4042 and bus4043 are lower than the control threshold. Regions 4 and 5 are alarm regions. 4 th LLSC solved the optimal load shedding scheme within night-stage linearization, and 5 th LLSC solved the optimal load shedding scheme within seven-stage linearization The load shedding sensitivities in each stage of Region 4 and Region 5 are shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 . It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the best LS location in each stage is 2031, 2031, 2031, 2031,2031, 4041, 4041, 4041,4041 (50% load shedding amount is the limits of all load buses).
From Fig.10 , we know that the best LS location in each stage is 1044, 1044, 1044, 4043, 4042, 4042, 4042 . The load shedding solution of the two LLSCs are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen from Table 1 , all bus voltages in region 4 and region 5 are higher than the threshold after corresponding regional load shedding. LLSC can eliminate alarms effective.
Then, CLSC summarized all LLSC load shedding schemes including alarm buses, load shedding buses and load shedding amount, and forming the coordinated optimization problem. The initial values of reduction amount are set as 0, the coordinated optimization is solved in 0.14s by 'LM'. The results of the proposed distributed load shedding strategy is shown in Table 2 (M1), compared with the centralized load shedding method [14] (M2) and the decentralized load shedding method [8] (M3). The load shedding locations are different. The LS locations of M2 are the weakest buses of the system. The LS locations of M3 are the buses with the lowest voltage. However, researches have shown that the local load shedding at one bus itself and the weak bus are not always most effective for the voltage recovery [28] . It is related to the load characteristic. In this paper, we analysis the load shedding sensitivity to identify the best load shedding location. The proposed LS scheme is based on load shedding sensitivity, which can fulfill precise load shedding. It can be seen from Table 2 that the proposed method shed 347.58 MW less active power compared with M3 and 120.82 MW less active power compared with M2, and the computational efficiency is improved significantly.
The voltage of alarm bus 4042(with the lowest voltage) is shown in Fig.11 . It can be seen that all voltage alarms of the system are eliminated and the system is in stable operation after the load shedding. The effectiveness of proposed load shedding strategy is verified.
C. COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Different power systems are studied to verify the computational efficiency of the proposed strategy. The running time of each piecewise linearization step and the computation time comparison of proposed strategy (M1) and centralized load shedding strategy (M2) are analyzed.
The running time comparison of each piecewise linearization step are shown in TABLE 3. It can be seen that the running time in each stage of the centralized method increases significantly as power system grows in size. The proposed strategy is with little change. Computation time of the load shedding optimization problem depends on the impedance matrix of the object under study. The essential improvement of the proposed distributed load shedding strategy is to decoupling the relationship between the computational efficiency of the optimization and the size of the power grid. The scale of the power grid directly affects the computational speed of the centralized load shedding optimization. However, the main factors related to proposed distributed strategy are the size of regions, the number of alarm nodes and the number of load shedding nodes. The proposed strategy is much more excellent in calculation efficiency. Fig.12 shows the computation time of the two optimization methods (assuming that each region has an average of three stages to solve the optimal load shedding scheme). It can be seen that the calculation efficiency of the centralized load shedding method cannot be satisfied online load shedding requirements for large systems. The proposed strategy is much more excellent even in large scale power grids for the parallel computation. It is applicable to the fast online load shedding control of power system.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a network analysis-based distributed load shedding strategy including voltage control sensitivity based network partitioning, load shedding sensitivity based local load shedding optimization and control center coordinated adjustment optimization. Case studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed network partitioning method, the local load shedding controller and the center load shedding controller. The results show that the load shedding sensibility can determine the best load shedding location, the piecewise linearization solution can effectively solve the nonlinear optimal load shedding problem and the proposed strategy can restore the stable operation of the grid effectively with minimal load shedding amount.
